
You’re one step away from 
ending not knowing 

Dubber is the world’s #1 Unified Call Recording and Voice AI 
solution. Record every conversation. Store, share and review. 
Gain critical compliance, revenue, customer and people 
intelligence with a click.

Dubber was created to enable individuals and business, government and 
teams of any size capture the value in every conversation. It’s simple and easy!

How Dubber works better 

We’ll connect your 
number or application to 
Dubber. No hardware or 
services needed.

Choose what you 
want recorded and 
manage your team

Conversations are 
recorded & transformed 
into data. See sentiment 
data and beautiful 
transcriptions. Search in 
realtime.

Calls and data are 
stored in the Dubber 
Voice Intelligence Cloud. 
Search & see insights 
and more in the Dubber 
App and Web console

Connect Dubber to 
Apps, Dashboards and 
your data with a click. 
Create alerts, workflows 
and more.

Pick your plan 
based on number 
of users and 
features
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Billions  
of minutes 
recorded


10,000s  
of happy 
customers

Inside 160+ 
Networks & 
Solutions

Why more businesses choose Dubber

In more networks and solutions

Native to over 140 service provider networks 
and solutions globally

More flexible & affordable

Flexible, instantly-provisioned in and 
from the Cloud

No limits

Infinitely scalable without the 
limits of legacy call recording. 

Simple & easy

On your phone or from your Browser - 
every conversation is a click away

24x7 service & online support

Our customer success team is here to 
help wherever you are.

Rapid onboarding

Our Customer Success team will get you 
set-up, trained and ready to go

Connected

Easily integrate with apps - like Salesforce. 
Instantly create dashboards and reports.

More compliant & secure

Compliant and escure recording, 
storage and management
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Four of the many 
ways customers 
use Dubber

Compliance
 

Meet regulatory mandates. 
Respond to regulatory requests 
and investigations in real-time. 
Alert on compliance breaches. 
Know your customer through 
deep analytics and a true record 
of interactions.


Revenue, Customer & 
Employee Intelligence  

Real-time reporting on customer 
and agent sentiment. Target 
performance improvements. 
Coach based on what actually 
was said and happened.


Dispute Resolution  

See what was committed, 
ordered, and requested with 
automated transcription of 
voice conversations that 
connect to your CRM and 
other applications.

Turbocharge Productivity
 

Eliminate inaccurate and 
time-wasting manual note taking. 
Capture conversations and 
automatically attach them to 
customer records in Salesforce. 
Distribute accurate records  
to teams. 
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Unlimited storage

App & web console Concierge set-up & training

Add services easily Simple & flexible subscriptions 

Industry-leading 
compliance & security

Real-time search

Network provisioning. 

Zero hardware. No call forwarding or SIM cards required.

Unlimited sharing & 
collaboration

24x7 online global support

No extra platform, service 
or training fees

Data download & export

Automated recording - 
no hardware required

Unlimited storage

Unify recordings from multiple 
sources in one place

Total team visibility, insights and 
management in one place

Keyword search across teams, 
customers and more

Enforceable call recording

Beautiful transcriptions

AI-powered alerts and notifications

Enterprise grade security and API

Advanced features for legal hold & 
discovery and compliance
Unlimited API

UCR Service 
Add on pack

Dubber Add-Ons

Visit dubber.net for special offers and more

Dubber API

Dubber Call 
Recording Archive 
(per TB)

Dubber on 
Salesforce 

Dubber on 
Salesforce 
Premier 

Easily add services with a click - review and 
manage in one place

Easily connect Dubber recordings & data to 
applications, storage and dashboards


Back-up your valuable voice data in the Dubber 
Voice Intelligence Cloud. Include recordings and 
data from other sources.

$19.99
per user / month

Add your Dubber recordings and metadata 
to your Salesforce records


$15.00
per user / month

$250
per month

$15.00
per user / month

$9.99
per user / month

Dubber You

Dubber Solutions

Included in every Dubber Solution

$14.95
per user / month

Dubber Teams

Dubber Premier

$19.95
per user / month

$49.95
per user / month

Unlimited storage

Unify multiple recording sources

Unify multiple recording sources

visit dubber.net/pricing for more & special offers

Most Popular Plan

Record, replay, store and share 
any conversation. 

Unified call recording where only 
you, or indivudals on your team 
need to record, store and review 
every cruical conversation.

Ideal for managers and leaders 
needing central review and control 
over 100% accurate recordings and 
data - with control over what teams 
can see and access. Great for sales, 
service, customer and people insights.

All Dubber functionality unleashed. 
Unified Call Recording enriched with 
AI-powered insights, transcriptions, 
alerts and more.

Just for you

Add your Dubber Premier recordings, meta 
data, transcriptions and sentiment insights to 
Salesforce records

For leaders & their teams

For leaders in business & 
government demanding 
more


